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NFC Virtual Car Keys



NFC Virtual Car Keys
They come in 2 forms:

● RFID cards similar to contactless payment credit cards
● Phones with NFC and a secure element,

where the car manufacturer App is installed

Both are based on the ISO14443A protocol



NFC Virtual Car Keys
What do they do:

● Place card/phone on door handle to open the car
● Place card/phone on center console to start the engine 

Use Cases:

● Not having to carry the keyfob around
● Car sharing

○ Provisioning of virtual keys can be done over the internet
○ Cards/Phones can be enabled and disabled remotely



NFC Virtual Car Keys
3 different implementations were analyzed

● All 3 seem to be based on the Gemalto Embedded Secure Element (eSE)
● All 3 seem to work with RFID Card and with Samsung phones
● Some manufacturers require you to go to a dealership to pair your phone to 

your car, others allow you to do the procedure.

Can the old Keyfob Relay Attack be replicated on NFC keys?



Relay Attacks on Passive Keyless Entry Systems

Relay Attacks on Passive Keyless Entry and Start Systems in Modern Cars
by Aurelien Francillon, Boris Danev, Srdjan Capkun [https://eprint.iacr.org/2010/332.pdf]

● 2 different frequencies need to 
be relayed.

● The relay is “analog”, to ensure 
the lowest latency possible.

https://eprint.iacr.org/2010/332.pdf


Analog Relay for RFID?
The analog relay technique was successfully applied to an RFID card by Gerhard 
Hancke. However, there are some downsides:

● The introduced latency might cause problems with the anticollision sequence.
● The “mole” device (the side that touches the victim card/phone) is large and 

hard to hide.
● The range is limited.

A Practical Relay Attack on ISO 14443 Proximity Cards
by Gerhard Hancke [http://www.rfidblog.org.uk/hancke-rfidrelay.pdf]

http://www.rfidblog.org.uk/hancke-rfidrelay.pdf


NFC Relay Attacks - Previous Work
● NFC Hacking: The Easy Way by Eddie Lee

https://www.defcon.org/images/defcon-20/dc-20-presentations/Lee/DEFCON-20-Lee-NFC-Hacking.pdf
○ Uses two android phones to relay the communication.

● NFC Payment Relay Attack by Salvador Mendoza
https://salmg.net/2018/12/01/intro-to-nfc-payment-relay-attacks/

○ Uses two PN532 chips (one in target emulation mode) for the relay.

● Man in the NFC by Haoqi Shan and Qing Yang
https://media.defcon.org/DEF%20CON%2025/DEF%20CON%2025%20presentations/DEF%20CON%2025%20-%20Haoqi-Sh
an-and-Jian-Yuan-Man-in-the-NFC.pdf

○ Uses PN7462 chips to get closer to the hardware

https://www.defcon.org/images/defcon-20/dc-20-presentations/Lee/DEFCON-20-Lee-NFC-Hacking.pdf
https://salmg.net/2018/12/01/intro-to-nfc-payment-relay-attacks/
https://media.defcon.org/DEF%20CON%2025/DEF%20CON%2025%20presentations/DEF%20CON%2025%20-%20Haoqi-Shan-and-Jian-Yuan-Man-in-the-NFC.pdf
https://media.defcon.org/DEF%20CON%2025/DEF%20CON%2025%20presentations/DEF%20CON%2025%20-%20Haoqi-Shan-and-Jian-Yuan-Man-in-the-NFC.pdf


Previous Work: NFC relay over 2 phones

NFC Hacking: The Easy Way
by Eddie Lee [https://www.defcon.org/images/defcon-20/dc-20-presentations/Lee/DEFCON-20-Lee-NFC-Hacking.pdf]

“Mole”

“Proxy”

https://www.defcon.org/images/defcon-20/dc-20-presentations/Lee/DEFCON-20-Lee-NFC-Hacking.pdf


Problems with previous works
Payment PoS need to be compatible with many cards and phone brands:

● Fully compliant with ISO 14443
○ All keep-alive strategies defined in the standards work
○ Relaying over android phones works
○ Relaying over PN532 chips works

NFC Virtual Key systems are only compatible with specific phones and cards:

● Only needs to be compatible with Gemalto Secure Elements
○ Can “fingerprint” the behaviour of legitimate hardware
○ Can reject communication from PN532 chips
○ Can even reject communication from the public Android SDK 



Android off-host card emulation
● The card emulation is done by the Secure 

Element.
● The Host CPU does not see the secret key 

data in the secure element.
● The Secure Element can provide card 

emulation even when the phone is off.

Android Card Emulation with a secure element [https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/connectivity/nfc/hce]

https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/connectivity/nfc/hce


Solution
● Use a Chameleon Mini to get closer to the hardware layer

○ The chameleon mini modulates RFID signals in software using a DMA peripheral
○ Works similarly to a Software Defined Radio for one specific frequency (13.56 MHz)

● Only relay the cryptographic material, not the whole RFID communication
○ This allows low latency for most operations
○ Cryptographic challenges are already slow
○ The latency introduced by the relay is not detected by the car.



The original plan: fully embedded “real-time” solution

Victim phone

Relay “Mole” Relay “Proxy” Victim car

UART
UARTRFID
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Chameleon Mini 
(Card Emulator)PN532

(RFID Reader)

RFID



Second version: using a phone as relay client

Victim phone

Relay “Mole”
(Attacker phone)

Victim car

RFID

RFID
WiFi
+ IP

+ UDP

Relay “Proxy”

UART

Chameleon Mini 
(Card Emulator)



ISO/IEC Terminology
● PCD: the “Reader”

○ In the virtual key system, this is the victim’s car.
○ In the relay, this is the attacker’s phone.
○ The attacker’s PCD is also called “Mole”.

● PICC: the “Card”, “Tag”, “Target”
○ In the virtual key system, this is the victim’s phone or card.
○ In the relay, this is the Chameleon Mini.
○ The attacker’s PICC is also called “Proxy”.



First steps: reverse engineering the protocol
We want to sniff the messages between the car (PCD) and the card (PICC).
However, this turns out to be harder than expected:

● Sniffing using the Chameleon Mini yields only the PCD messages, but can’t 
see anything from the PICC.

● Sniffing using a Proxmark only works outside the car, no messages can be 
recorded inside the car.

○ Maybe because the phone was getting wirelessly charged by the car?

● What worked: manual demodulation using a cheap RTL-SDR and some 
matlab scripts.

○ Sometimes getting down to the lowest layers is the only way to achieve results.
○ RTL-SDR was tuned to 27.5 MHz with a sample rate of 2.4 MHz



ISO/IEC 14443-2: Modulation schemes
READER to CARD

● Modified miller, 3 symbols:

“0”
After 
a “1”

Y

“0”
After 
a “0”

Z

“1”

X

● The red line is the amplitude of 
the 13.56Mhz carrier emitted by 
the PCD.

● The carrier is also powering the 
PICC, so we don’t want it to dip 
too often!

● This coding scheme ensures that 
the carrier is never interrupted 
for longer than 75% of the 
duration of a symbol.



ISO/IEC 14443-2: Modulation schemes
CARD to READER

● 848 kHz subcarrier modulated with 
Manchester coding, 2 symbols:

“1”
D

“0”
E

● The red line represents the PCD 
carrier.

● The carrier is modulated by the 
PICC by switching a load on and 
off 848000 times a second.



ISO/IEC 14443-3: Framing
● Short Frame

○ 7 data bits, no parity

● Standard Frame
○ n bytes are transmitted, plus one parity bit for every byte

● S=Z for reader, S=1 for card
● E=[0,Y] for reader, E= “no modulation” for card



ISO/IEC 14443: Modulation example



ISO/IEC 14443-3: Select and Anticollision
● Reader periodically sends out RF spikes to test the presence of cards
● When detecting a card, the reader sends a REQA short frame ‘26’

○ Each card responds with ATQA ‘40 00’

● Reader sends anticollision command ‘93 20’
○ Each card sends out its own UID with a frame ‘08 XX YY’ + CRC_A

● Reader selects a card by their UID ‘93 70 08 XX YY’ + CRC_A
○ The selected card sends out a SAK ‘20 FC 70’



ISO/IEC 14443-4: ATS
After the card is selected, the reader asks for an ATS (answer to select)

● The reader sends a RATS ‘E0 50 BC A5’
○ The card responds with an ATS (e.g. ‘05 78 80 78 02 65 88’)

The ATS encodes the capabilities of the card, like the maximum speed of 
communication, the supported protocols, etc.



ISO/IEC 14443-4: Block Format
Every message after the ATS follows the Block Format.

I’ve never seen CID or NAD fields.



ISO/IEC 14443-4: PCB

0 0 1MSB LSB

Block type Block 
specific

CID follows

NAD 
follows

Block 
number



ISO/IEC 14443-4: Block types
The two most significant bits of the PCB encode the block type:

● 00: I-Block
○ Carries information packets (the APDUs from the layer above) in the INF field

● 10: R-Block
○ 00 for ACKnowledge
○ 01 for NAK (negative acknowledge)

■ A reader NAKing a message forces the card to re-send it

● 11: S-Block
○ 00 for DESELECTing a card
○ 11 for extending the waiting time (WTX), extension in INF field

■ Works as a keep-alive for the card while performing long crypto computations



ISO/IEC 7816-4: APDU
In the INF field of I-blocks, same protocol used in SIM cards

● The reader sends Command APDUs
○ 5-bytes of Header [ CLA, INS, P1, P2, Lc ]
○ Lc-bytes of Command
○ (optional) 1 byte of Lr

● The card sends Response APDUs
○ Lr-bytes of response (only if the command was successful)
○ 2-bytes of status code (‘90 00’ for success, ‘6x xx’ for various errors)



Example of APDU transfer
(PCD->PICC) 02 00 a0 00 00 02 cb 00 00 a2 fa

(PICC->PCD) 02 cc 00 12 23 34 45 56 67 78 89 9a ab bc cd 90 00 de ef

GREEN: Prologue
BLACK: CRC_A
MAGENTA: length of response data (optional)
YELLOW: Command Header
BLUE: Command Data
DARK MAGENTA: Response data
RED: Status word



High-level view of the Virtual Car Key protocol

INS=A4: Select AID

PCD (car) PICC (phone)

AID Selected

Crypto Challenge

Crypto Response

Response gets computed 
here.
WTX messages are sent at the 
lower layers to keep the 
connection active.



Low-level view of a Virtual Car Key protocol
0.51015: <-   26  # REQA
0.51032:   ->   40 00  # ATQA
0.51350: <-   93 20  # Anticollision
0.51377:   ->   de ea ad be ef  # UID
0.51753: <-   93 70 de ea ad be ef ca fe  # Select UID
0.51840:   ->   20 fc 70  # SAK
0.52317: <-   e0 80 31 73  # RATS
0.52363:   ->   0e 78 77 71 02 4a 43 4f 50 32 34 32 52 32 4c 0b  # ATS
0.53118: <-   b2 67 c7 
0.53174:   ->   a3 6f c6 
0.53564: <-   02 00 a4 04 00 10 a0 b1 c2 d3 e4 f5 a6 b7 c8 d9 e0 f1 a2 b3 d4 e5 66 76  # Select AID
0.54291:   ->   02 90 00 f1 09  # AID selection response - a WTX request here causes immediate disconnection
0.54757: <-   03 80 40 00 01 13 0a 1b 2c 3d 4e 5f 6a 7b 8c 9d 0e 1f 2a 3b 4d 5e 6f 7a 8b 00 e4 61  # Crypto Challenge
0.57410:   ->   f2 01 91 40  # WTX request
0.57704: <-   f2 01 91 40  # WTX acknowledgement
0.60145:   ->   f2 01 91 40  # WTX request
0.60478: <-   f2 01 91 40  # WTX acknowledgement
0.60863:   ->   03 ca fe ba be de ad be ef 01 23 45 67 89 ab cd ef aa 90 00 ba e1  # Crypto Response
0.91530: <-   b2 67 c7 
0.91586:   ->   a3 6f c6 

Waiting time extension:
challenge is relayed here!



Victim phoneRelay “Mole”Victim car
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+ UDP
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/145UOFzkRE3hQBnrREFu9LxHVn0wzzP3V/preview


Results
● The relay worked on all tested cars (3 different brands) and systems (both 

cards and phones).
● The cars will accept a response even if it comes 400+ms after the challenge.

○ This allows the relay to work successfully even with the latency introduced by an internet 
connection.

● The “real-time” relay is not necessary since keeping the latency low is not 
important.



Attack Feasibility
● The attack can be executed at any distance between the mole and the proxy.

○ even across different countries.

● The victim’s phone can be completely off
● No user verification is necessary

○ A hacked payment terminal could steal your car

● No user interaction is necessary, no notifications are emitted

However, there are massive limitations:

● The “Mole” device needs to be in proximity of the victim device (< 4cm).
● The “Proxy” device needs to be in proximity of the victim car (< 4cm).
● 2 challenges need to be relayed successfully to open and start the car.



Countermeasures
Here are some proposed solutions to the relay attack that I like:

● WTX-Exploitation Countermeasure
○ Count the number of WTX sent/received and use that as cryptographic material in a second 

challenge-response exchange
○ This stops the attacker from introducing additional WTX

● Distance Bounding
○ Exchange a large number of small 1-bit challenge-responses where the computation is done 

upfront and so consistent low latency can be expected.

These countermeasures might be hard or impossible to implement without 
changing the hardware in some way.

Security Analysis of the ISO 14443 RFID Standard Regarding Relay Attacks
by Wolfgang Issovits [https://diglib.tugraz.at/download.php?id=576a71bfe1d7d&location=browse]

https://diglib.tugraz.at/download.php?id=576a71bfe1d7d&location=browse


Bill of Materials
Components

● Chameleon Mini (100€) https://shop.kasper.it/chameleonmini/167/chameleonmini-revg-standard-red

● Esp32 (Odroid Go) (30€) https://www.hardkernel.com/shop/odroid-go/

● RTL-SDR (8€) https://de.aliexpress.com/wholesale?SearchText=RTL2832U+R820T2

● Android Phone with NFC (you already have one)

Time

● Sniffing / Reverse engineering the protocol - 40 hours
● Building the Hardware and Firmwares - 60 hours
● Building the Android App - 10 hours
● Supporting different cars - 10 hours

https://shop.kasper.it/chameleonmini/167/chameleonmini-revg-standard-red?c=5
https://www.hardkernel.com/shop/odroid-go/
https://de.aliexpress.com/wholesale?SearchText=RTL2832U+R820T2


Android App (Mole)
Based on the old RFID card reader example (com.example.android.cardreader)

● It tries to connect to a RFID card
● Selects the correct AID

○ This is different for each car manufacturer!

● Listens for UDP packets containing a challenge
● Submits the challenge to the card
● Relays the response to the sender of the UDP packet

https://github.com/googlearchive/android-CardReader


ESP32 (Proxy) Firmware
Written using PlatformIO, it’s a simple 
UART-to-UDP adapter.



Chameleon Mini (Proxy) Firmware Modifications
● By default, in the Chameleon Mini Firmware, the ISO14443A Card Emulator 

has to respond to commands from the reader immediately.
● The Chameleon Mini Firmware was patched with the ability of delaying the 

response (https://github.com/emsec/ChameleonMini/pull/235).
● Now I can delay the response to the WTX Ack until either:

○ The response is received from the mole, or
○ The waiting time window is expired and I have to send another WTX request.

Finally, Application/MifareClassic.c was modified to automatically respond to every 
constant proprietary virtual key message, and relay only the cryptographic 
challenges.

https://github.com/epozzobon/ChameleonMini/blob/Proxy14443A/Firmware/Chameleon-Mini/Application/Proxy14443A.c

https://github.com/emsec/ChameleonMini/pull/235
https://github.com/emsec/ChameleonMini/blob/master/Firmware/Chameleon-Mini/Application/MifareClassic.c
https://github.com/epozzobon/ChameleonMini/blob/Proxy14443A/Firmware/Chameleon-Mini/Application/Proxy14443A.c


Chameleon Mini (Proxy) Hardware Modifications
● The challenges are relayed over 

the USARTE0 peripheral.
● A header was soldered on GND, 

3v3, USARTE0 and Reset.



That’s it!
Maybe I have time for a live demo?



Future developments: UWB Digital Car Keys
● Supposedly immune to man-in-the-middle attacks
● Requires all new hardware on the customer phone and car

○ The latest iPhone already has this
○ BMW cars produced after July 2020 should have this



Thanks for watching!
Follow me on twitter: @epozzobon

I don’t actually use twitter, follow Nils instead: @we155_n

Questions?

https://twitter.com/epozzobon
https://twitter.com/we155_n

